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Gather ‘round, kids! Let’s have a nice little chat about free 
speech. I feel it’s best to state the obvious: I’m right, you’re 
wrong.  What? No. Shut up and listen. I, like anyone who has 
been given the smallest semblance of power, have let it go to 
my head and will continue to abuse the cunt out of it for the 
rest of the academic year.  So, listen to this shit:
 I have found an unhealthy mix of opinions on speech 
freedom ranging from the pro-no-limits stance from cuss-
loving liberals to the police-state level censorship platform 
championed by G.O.P. darlings and soccer moms for the sake 
of the feelings of our pussy society. Free speech and expres-
sion is damn important. I should be able to (as I do) think 
and say whatever the hell I want.  Defamation laws and other 
defenses against slander and other forms of “hate speech” are 
all BS feeling-savers. I don’t give a shit about your feelings, or 
the laws (woah, what a badass!) and nobody else should either.  
You’re not all special fucking snowflakes. In fact, most of you 
suck. Hell, I suck too. That’s just how it goes. And yet, I’m going 
to continue to publish my glorious filth and glorious tits (not 
the mamories on my person – just the one’s I lay claim over).
 Believing that you have a right to not be offended is 
a laughable offense. Why don’t you unknot your panties and 
remove that large obstruction from your hemorrhoid-riddled 
asshole? Why don’t you just shut the fuck up and quit whin-
ing like a rational adult? People say shit, so it goes. Don’t be a 
weak fuck who gives others the power over you to control 
your emotions and affect you to the point of some serious 
boo-hoos. It may not be appropriate, entertaining, intelligent, 
witty, humorous, proper, or any other adjective, but so fucking 
what?  We’re all having fun here and if you can’t get on board 
with that then I guess that means no more beer orgies for 
you. I’ll spew my bullshit, you’ll spew yours, and we’ll collect 
that spew in a pot.  What that vomit boils down to is that I am 
free. I can write whatever the fuck I want and you can read it 
if you want. Isn’t this country great? Go kick over a trash can, 
call a fatty a fatty, slap a tit, defecate in a cop car, spraypaint the 
walls, and wreak havoc wherever you can, whenever the tin-
gling yanks your cock. Be free UCSD, you sweaty, study-hard 
fucks and rejects, be free.

Fuck me in the ass and call me Sally,
Gabriel L. Cohen
Editor-in-Chief
The Motherfucking Koala

So there I was, sitting like a dumbass outside the AS Office waiting for the VP of Finance to show up an hour an a half late to his of-
fice hours to ensure the man didn’t fuck us out of funding again. Afer the first half hour I decided to have some fun and called upon 
the always dangerous Bobby Comelately to help cause the rightful ruckus this place deserved. We managed to wrangle 187 freshman 
with the standard 187:2 female:male ratio and got ourselves started.  “Let’s get this orgy started!” screamed some dumb freshman 
slut as I slashed her stomach open with my pocket machete. Halfway into her small intestine Bobby alterted me that the party was 
about to go intergalactic. With a green zap of light everyone was naked just as the rest of the gang arrived to really get the man-aise 
flowing. The aliens were kind enough to supply us with gargantuan green glowing intestine-rippers to make our efforts more efficient. 
Blood, guts, shit, spit, sweat, and cum was now everywhere on the walls and ceiling. After multiplying my dick into 18 I began spin-
ning around, approaching terminal velocity, fucking these bitches in any self-made orfice they couldn’t handle. The 
room began to shake, the sluts feet began to fly off, and as we all came in unison a loud cry was shrieked: “This 
publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the 
views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and the authors 
of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student orga-
nization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other 
publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the 
views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of 
California and the Regents or  their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication 
bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” 
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Top 5 Things To Say Before 
Shooting Yourself In The 
Head
1.  This blows
2.  I feel like my head’s gonna explode!
3.  Don’t worry, I put real bullets in this time
4.  Who’s next?
5.  I wonder if this MQ issue will be any good

Top 5 First Dates With For 
Your Blowup Doll 
1. The Beach
2. Hooters
3. Hollywood (she’ll feel comfortable 
surrounded by all the plastic)
4. The Needle Factory
5. Chuck E. Cheese

Top 5 Ways To Spot A 
Freshman
1. With a paintbrush
2. Professed love for UCSD as a result of 
Welcome Week partying
3. They still stop for flyers on library walk
4. “Hi what college are you in?”
5. They think Intervarsity is a mixer

Top 5 Jew-usuable Hashtags
1. #ChallahAtMe
2. #####GodsChosenPeople
3. #ShitGoyemsSay
4. ##LoxOfLove
5. #JustCircumsized

Top 5 Ways To Keep Kids Off 
Your Lawn
1. Try to sell them a timeshare
2. Show them your gun (your other gun)
3. Order a bounce-house for your neighbor 
(as a diversion)
4. A burning effagy of Santa
5. Tell them your house doesn’t have wifi

Top 5 Places To Shit On 
Campus
1. Under Sun God (for good luck)
2. Right fucking here!
3. 8th floor of Geisel (shhh...just be quiet!)
4. Anywhere - as a part of the Stuart 
Collection
5. The Guardian office

Top 5 Non Jack-O-Lantern 
Uses For Pumpkins
1. Gourd-bomb
2. To look pregnant to get the attention you 
desparately crave
3. Jack-off lantern
4. Festive zombie barrier
5. Make some killer roofied lattés

Top 5 Hints the Funeral 
Director is a Necrophiliac
1. The corpse is in face-down, ass-up position
2. He asked “who’s next?”
3. You were going to sell him a morning after 
pill and before he said “wait a minute” and left
4. He’s only wearing a robe
5. The body of the desceased is smiling

Top 5 Ways To Spread Ebola
1. Ebowling - Africa’s newest sport
2. Your mother
3. Free InterVarsity pizza
4. On toast
5. Sex with Cyrus Jalinous

Top 5 Ways To Lose 8 Hours
1. Tuck-in/initiation blackout
2. Be trapped and tortrued in the tunnel 
system
3. Read through the Koala archives online
4. Porters Pub on a Friday Night
5. Netflix ha hahaha hah

Top 5 Places To Watch People 
Eat Shit Spectacularly
1. Blacks beach & the road leading down to it
2. The intersection in front of Geisel
3. Hopkins Hill (push the fuckers down for 
added fun!)
4. The Ukraine
5. A Delta Gamma bathroom

Top 5 Descriptions of 
Congress
1. US Ebola
2. Like a donkey trying to raw dog an 
elephant
3. You know, like, the opposite of progress..
hahah, get it?
4. AIDS
5. Like a printer – slow, wastes paper, and it 
never fucking works

Top 5 Reasons Willie Nelson Is 
Not A Criminal
1. Support psilocybin experimentation before 
you & your parents were born
2. The braids are the secret to his power
3. The beard is the secret to his divinity
4. Both are saturated in THC
5. He is old-country Jesus

Top 5 Ways To Bring In The 
New Academic Year
1. Blackout – it’s all a bad dream
2. The usual routine of going on study dates 
with your invisible girlfriend in the 6th floor 
study room
3. Welcome Week crispy chicken, dirrhea, and 
milk tea
4. Pray for mercy from your deity of choice
5. Smoke a stoge at all of the places you 
“can’t” cuz they’re banned mkay cigarettes are 
r bad fur yoo gais

Top 5 Things Funnier Than a 
Fat Girl on a Longboard
1. Two fat girls on a longboard
2. A fat girl falling off a longboard
3. A fat girl eating off a longboard
4. A fat girl eating a longboard
5. A fat girl riding another fat girl like a 
longboard

Top 5 Things a Dildo Would 
Say
1. BzzZZZzzz
2. Who farted?
3. Smells like home
4. I’ve never looked inside one of these 
before!
5. This one’s roomy!

Top 5 Things to Say After Sex
1. Thanks mom
2. You’re not the first Asian girl I’ve been with
3. My midterm’s in 5 minutes
4. No, I have a few Black friends
5. Oh shit, the cookies!!

Top 5 Ways to Get Laid at 
UCSD
1. Xanny bars – bars are the shit
2. Join the Koala (duh)
3. Dye your hair blonde
4. Good ol’ PIKE
5. Just give up, you ugly piece of shit

Bottom 5 Ways to Get Laid at 
UCSD
1. Try
2. Ride a penny board
3. Wander around the library in only a jean 
jacket and ask women for lap dances
4. Keep doin’ what you’re doin’
5. Become an RA

Top 5 Replacements For The 
Che Cafe
1. Drug den
2. The Loft 2.0
3. Parking Lot – all handicap spots
4. Walmart
5. The Democratic People’s Republic of the 
Che Cafe

Top 1 Racist Thing Your 
Parrot Says
1. Polly wants a cracker

Top 2 Reasons You Still Play 
WoW
1. You’ve gotten off more times to your 
female blood elf rogue than your cousin Cindy
2. You’ve spent more money on WoW than 
your college education – one’s a piece of shit 
that won’t get you anywhere, the other has 
85k miles on it

Top Five Lists

Think your candy ass can do better?

Bring your ideas to Porter’s Pub on 
Fridays at 4:20



ISIS Bucket 
Challenge





The Koala will NEVER stop meeting 
every Friday @

4:20 in the back of Porter’s Pub

ISIS Storms UCSD 
 “Holy shit” expected to go down

 “We feel that young people are the future,” Jossim Mu-
hammad of the Islamic State’s Center for Collegiate Recruitment 
gently tells the Koala.  Library Walk is bustling.  He hands a pair 
of pocket Qurans to passerby, smiling.  “The support the Caliph-
ate has gathered from the American university system...” he 
muses, looking thoughtfully at the sky. “...it’s powerful.”  
 The Islamic State is here.  Though Berkeley, UCLA, and 
Davis chapters were established first (they used the Princeton Re-
view to develop their itinerary), the I.S.C.C.R has made its way to 
the La Jollan campus.  “We’re partial to the research institutions. 
More resources.  The size of the Comparative Religion depart-
ment at your average liberal arts school, quite frankly, disgusts 
me.”  
  I.S.C.C.R’s main function in ISIS strategy  is securing access 
to labs and hardcore biohazardous material for mutilation and 
rampage.  Recruits come in handy as well. Muhammad tells me 
his cohorts are fans of our advanced military research labs found 
in the deepest bowels of the Crafts Center.  “The Salk Institute is 
next,” he warns.
 A gaggle of shrouded men-and what may or may not be-
women stands behind an unexceptionable booth.  The Islamic 
State’s flag drapes across the front, loosely brazen. “I’m a disillu-
sioned American, and a pissed math major,” says a novitiate ISIS 
member who wishes not to be named. Pale acne’d skin pokes 
through his balaclava.  He looks, quite truthfully, pissed.  “Like, 
seriously.  Have you even considered how shitty the 2016 elec-
tions are gonna be?  The Caliphate is the only hope this country 
has, to be frank.”
 Non-members of ISIS were a fair bit more skeptical.  
“Yeah, sure, you could say that they ‘saved’ the Che, but to tell 
you the truth, buying things out with smuggled oil money and 
making them profitable ISIS Hookah bars isn’t actual emanci-
pation, at least not in my book,” asserts Marshall student John 
Indignan, be he coughs out an especially  ambitious puff of 
Razzleberry flavor hookah.  “I heard that they encountered a lot 
of opposition with the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion,” 
Sixther Hannah Care informs the Koala.  “Embracing diversity 
has to bring about a lot of cognitive dissonance for that kinda 
crowd, y’know?”  We also heard rumors of clandestine President 
Janet Napolitano dealings.  Sex may or may not have been in-
volved, a few wadling students say.
 The sun highlights the rugged texture of Muhammad’s 
black linen garb.  “We hope to communicate a rugged and tra-
ditional but simultaneously hip message to the student populace.  
Perhaps it’s best to think of us as the big new frat on campus.  
A frat with a legacy dating back to the 7th century.  A frat with 
connections worldwide.  We will be obliterating PIKE in the near 
future, by the way.  On the field and off the face of the Earth” 
 I.S.C.C.R. is just one of ISIS’ concerted continuations of 
Western World domination.  If interested in ISIS’ many other op-
portunities for making a difference, check out ISIS.ucsd.edu, ISIS.
aids.org, needsuggestionspls.org

Asian Slave Babies

I often enjoy a productive quickie in the warm, humid environ-
ment of the UCSD tunnels when my filthy chink roommate is busy 
experimenting with some dried squid/ramen microwave origi-
nals. Nevertheless, on my many excursions to my favorite location 
amongst the Pike body pile, my eye caught something I had never 
seen before. A kind of wild, jaundiced infant spider -- blind and 
carefully feeding amongst the landscape’s freshest offers. 
 I backed away and began a series of cautious observations 
of the mutant oriental, or what is better understood as ASB-- Asian 
slave babies. Born at Scripps memorial and sprung from the loins 
of UCSD’s best and brightest, or highest gpa bearing, the Asian 
slave babies of UCSD have one purpose! To push out the round-
eyed menace.  After observing their secret education in the Pre-
uss school by night, since they cannot possibly be misconstrued 
as underprivileged, my brothers and I decided the Asian slave 
babies have populated the area since time immemorial. Perhaps 
they view it as their birthright to rule the school with a terrible and 
jaundiced fist, through savage training. 
 Each day the half of the class which finished their homework 
fastest is fed. The others-- are fed to them. Tis a strange and cruel 
world they live in, but one which prepares them to dominate any 
and all races in our exceedingly diverse student population. 
 Dont be fooled by your peers, your roommates... I demand 
we fight to reclaim our curve, our diversity, and our belief in a 
higher power than Chairman Mao. The Asians slave babies are 
strong for they were born and raised in the bowels of hell, the 
tunnels, but we all have a greater strength within us-- the strength 
and righteous fury of the oppressed. Let us do the god Mars proud 
and let their blood and our rage flow! 
 Prepare yourselves, for in a fortnight we shall make war and 
rain fire on the hatchery! Beware of their nocturnal arachnid form, 
their claws are sharp, their fangs are sharper, and their minds are 
sharper still, be wary and do not travel the night alone for one of 
their number has doubtless already seen or heard tell of this cove-
nant of the oppressed and they will surely be preying on the weak, 
infirmed, elderly, and solitary from just a few inches away, where 
you will never see them coming.



Blacks Bitch
 Since our school’s founding, Blacks Beach 
has been the prime stomping grounds of the 
party-and-sex-starved nocturnal undergrads 
of UCSD finally breaking away from the 
Intervarsity days. Many flock to this sand flea 
infested corner of campus to get their egos 
stroked as the glimmer of a budding reputation 
bears false hope of surfacing, easily falling into 
the monotony of the drug drum circle events 
hosted every full moon. Yet on this occasion, my 
curiosity was stirred by the elaborate talk of a 
rave being hosted there . Honestly, how the fuck 
do you have a rave on a beach? Well I found out,  
as cliffs rose up behind me and the screaming 
amongst four hundred or so attendees greeted 
me (+1 for leaving the house). 
 I cold make out dealing offers between 
numerous people over the hardstyle, one in 
particular catching my attention—the dialogue 
between some sixteen year old pizza faces and 
the outline of a black dude slinging some bullshit 
25i for Lucy (for the last fucking time ITS NOT) 
(-1 for fake drug dealers). Looking to get on 
a level myself after a brutal math 20D raping, 
I was greeted by the host and his plunder of 
molly (+1.5 for etards). I soon decided designer 
drugs have never looked better coming from a 
kandi dripping fag in binky suspenders (+1 for 
DIY). Anxiously waiting to drown my sorrows 
in a crystal ship of epic proportions, I made my 
rounds amongst the crowd, quickly dodging the 
lusty attention of an overly confident and horny 
prepubescent (-.5 for fifteen year olds). I can’t say 
I was surprised to see that stupid Sigma Kappa 
bitch screaming her head off while her man candy 
lay face down in the sand trippin’ equal ballz (-2 
fuck you for not being low).  As it happened, 
this would be appropriate foreshadowing of the 
night ahead. 
 Some stupid bitch followed me as I 
ducked out of the crowd to rail my last half, 
only to be greeted by a shadowed figure asking 
if we were ok. The fuckass proceeded to scream 
“Yeah!! We’re on molly!!” to the stranger who 
was a cop for all I knew (-2 again cunt bitch).  
Once I was overcome by the glittering sharpness 
(+2 for durrrg activation). I found myself 
uncharacteristically in the midst of a lightshow 
for god only knows how long. The prickling 
sensation of the sand’s dampness surprised me, 
along with the crowd that had gathered behind 
us. Everyone experiences that split second of 
sober thought when a giant fuzzy Cheshire Cat 
is petting your face, a thought that alerted me 
as to how fucked up I was amongst a chorus of 

chattering teeth and wide eyes—like being at a 
fucking epilepsy convention (-.5 for bad trips). 
After jumping out of my skin I quickly left the 
party behind. I made world record time up that 
fucking hill, to my car and into my bed where 
every good little UCSD pube should be on a 
Saturday morning (+1 for not being a scrub and 
getting pulled over).

 1 Severed Head

Boner Blunder Pool Party
 Starting off my 8th night in a row being 
shitfaced the right way I arrived at the party 
a shitty 25 minute drive away (-0.5 gas money 
ain’t cheap when you drive a tank) we rolled 
up and busted out our 40s (+1 for starting the 
party right). My right hand man for the evening 
adorned his shoulder with our ghetto blaster 
to properly alert everyone that we had arrived, 
in style.
 The runway lights illuminated our fated 
path to the beer pong table as we shook off our 
robes and adorned our hands with glow in the 
dark ping pong balls (+0.5 lights out bitches). 
Our first two victories were quick even after 
taking a break to throw balls directly at our 
opponents tits for four rounds (+1.5 massive 
cleavage). As more ugly fucking Tritons showed 
up it was decided we had to strip when “Who 
Let the Dogs Out” started blaring over the 
speakers. With exsessive nudity everywhere 
we dived head first into the shallow end (-2 
concussed madness) and really started getting 
the blood flowing. 
 It was at this point in the night where 
I made the fated trip to my car to pick up the 
finest peppermint schnaps and the stickiest 
chocolate syrup CVS carried. As I flung the door 
the party open my voice commanded “GET 
ON YOUR KNEES!” Eight dirty girlscouts, and 
three accidental ass grabs later I scurried to 
my declared mating ground for the evening, 
the master bathroom (how fitting, +2 slippy 
procreation).  Nine months and a few games 
of hide-the-coathanger later my army’s growth 
has begun (+1 slow world domination).

3.5 Severed Heads

1 Severed Head: 4 virgins – all male
2 Severed Heads: It took a few swings but we got there.
3 Severed Heads: Let the good times roll
4 Severed Heads: Establish a large an Islamic caliphate across 
large swaths of the Middle East
5 Severed Heads: 720 virgins sacrificed

Party Reviews

Koala-Certified
Party Winners



Koala Personals

From: Wondering Jew
To the weird looking, short sunglasses 
white dude getting really handsy with 
the tall obese Asian dudette on
library walk during finals week. Thank 
you. The nearby bushes made perfect 
cover. My favorite part was when I re-
alized you were my RA. We might’ve 
made eye contact four times, but 
that’s probably just me being hopeful. 
P.S. I spilled some of my protein shake 
on the ground

From: My Chair Has No Wheels
It was nearly twilight.  I had just finished mas-
turbating for the fourth time on the 6th floor 
of Geisel, thouroughly staining the third copy 

of my study guide (the first nut was busted 
in my girlfriends mouth).  I walked outside to 
dump my cigarette butts alll over the fucking 
place when a noise caught my eye.  There you 
were, riding down peterson hill in a wheelchair, 
nearly crashing into every fucking tree you 
passed. I couldn’t contain myself as your blond 
hair jumped with each crack you hit and you 
screamed for dear life. Before I called you an 
ambulance I snapped a pick of your cunt.

From: Nachoslut
Fuck you Josh! Thanks for telling me you had 
a wife!

From: Suicidal Sheldon
I’m so sick of the downward trend of social 
experience on this campus. The other night in I 
House I put on my favorite pair of neon tights, 
took off my shirt, put on my black bowtie and 
nipple clamps and tried to make my ass clap on 
every surface I could. Within hours I had only 
fucked three girls, two black dudes, and gotten 
arrested twice. What the fuck has this place 
come to.

From: Simon Adibisi
I think that the word “cunt” maybe, 
should be a little more popular here in 
the US.
We throw around words like “Bitch”, 
“Asshole”, “dumbass”. But when it 
comes to insults that roll of the tongue 

nicely, noooo, the Bobs and Margarets of 
America throw cunt-fits and jerk them-
selves off to their HOA meetings. So fuck 
Bob. Fuck Margaret. Cunts.

From: PKE Bro 
I have a serious problem and I didn’t know who 
else to turn to. I’ve talked my bro, my lifting 
partner, and the president of my frat, but all 
three of them just called me gay and told me to 
go squat. 
Here’s my problem: I go down on girls, but they 
never return the favor. I can’t figure out why. 
I know for a fact that I’m really good at eating 
pussy. I read a fucking book about it. Nothing 
gets a girl wetter than being a well-read sexual 
partner—everybody knows that! But I employ 
this really special technique that my stepdad 
taught me. Basically, I beat the pussy up as I eat 
the pussy up…if you know what I’m saying. 
Most girls won’t tell you that they like teeth on 
their clit, but all of them do. I guarantee it. The 
trick is to grab them by the hips and hold them 
down as you do it. That way, they can’t squirm 
away. They’ll be crying tears of ecstasy every 
time!
But after I go down, they’re never in the mood 
to suck me off. They always make up some 
bullshit excuse like “I have to go make an ap-
pointment with SARC.”


